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Abstract

NIP/DuoxA, originally cloned as a protein capable of binding to the cell fate determinant Numb in Drosophila, was recently identified as a modulator of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production in mammalian systems. Despite biochemical and cellular studies that link NIP/DuoxA to the generation of ROS through the dual oxidase (Duox) enzyme, the in vivo function of NIP/DuoxA has not been characterized to date. Here we report a genetic and functional characterization of nip in Drosophila melanogaster. We show that nip is essential for Drosophila development as nip null mutants die at the 1st larval instar. Expression of UAS-nip, but not UAS-Duox, rescued the lethality. To understand the function of nip beyond the early larval stage, we generated GAL4 inducible UAS-RNAi transgenes. da-GAL4 driven, ubiquitous RNAi-mediated silencing of nip led to profound abnormality in pre-adult development, crinkled wing and markedly reduced lifespan at 29°C. Compared to wild type flies, da-GAL4 induced nip-RNAi transgenic flies exhibited significantly reduced ability to survive under oxidative stress and displayed impaired mitochondrial aconitase function. Our work provides in vivo evidence for a critical role for nip in the development and oxidative stress response in Drosophila.
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Introduction

NIP was initially cloned as a binding protein to Numb, a cell fate determinant that plays essential roles during the development of the peripheral and central nervous systems in Drosophila and mammals [1-3]. Numb contains an N-terminal phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain[4, 5] and a C-terminal proline-rich region (PRR)[6]. Sequence analysis suggests that NIP is a membrane protein, a prediction that was subsequently confirmed in transfected HEK293 cells and the Drosophila S2 cells [7]. In addition, Drosophila NIP (dNIP) and the mammalian NIP1 and NIP2 homologues all contain a conserved NxF motif recognized by the Numb PTB domain, with dNIP harbouring two copies of the motif [7]. It was demonstrated that the NxF motif mediated binding of NIP to Numb PTB domain [7]. These characteristics...
led to the initial assumption that NIP might regulate the subcellular localization of Numb during asymmetric cell division. Notwithstanding this initial prediction, however, recent work on the mammalian homologues NIP2 and NIP1 (recloned and renamed as DuoxA2 and DuoxA1 for dual oxidase maturation factor A2 and A1, respectively) suggested that it plays an important role in the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by controlling the membrane translocation of the dual oxidases (Duox1 and Duox2) [8, 9]. The human nip2/duoxa2 gene is arranged head-to-head with the duox2 gene in the genome; and similarly the nip1/duoxa1 gene is positioned in the same manner with regard to the duox1 gene [9]. This pattern of genomic arrangement suggests that the functions of nip1/nip2 may be coupled to that of duox1/duox2. Indeed, in a reconstituted in vitro ROS generation system DuoxA2 was shown to facilitate the function of Duox2 by allowing rapid ER exit of folded Duox2 or enhanced degradation of misfolded Duox2 [9].

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as superoxide (O$_2^-$) and hydroxyl radical (OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) have been shown to regulate a number of physiological processes including growth, differentiation and neurotransmission [10]. The generation of ROS in a cell is mediated by the NOX family of enzymes. Dual Oxidase1 and 2 (DUOX 1 and 2) make up a more recently identified subgroup of NOX enzymes that are expressed mainly in the thyroid and epithelial cells of the airways and in the gastrointestinal tract [11, 12]. The Duox enzymes have been shown to generate H$_2$O$_2$ during thyroid hormone biosynthesis [12]. The identification of NIP/DuoxA as a maturation factor for Duox suggests a novel function of NIP that is apparently unrelated to its capacity to bind Numb. In order to characterize the physiological function of NIP, we obtained a maternal nip transcripts were carried from the pBac line (pBac[RBJ]mol02670, abbreviated as pBac herein) that contained a transposon element insertion in an intron region (at 14977701) for the nip gene which effectively created a functional nip-null mutant. We found that the pBac/pBac embryos were developmentally arrested soon after hatching, exhibited gross developmental defects, and died at the 1st instar larval stage. We further showed that maternal nip was not required for oogenesis and embryo hatch to the 1st instar larvae, because maternal nip-null embryos have the same lethal phenotype as the nip-null embryos in which maternal nip transcripts were carried from the pBac heterozygous females. The nip-null larval lethality could be rescued by expressing a UAS-nip, but not UAS-Duox. In order to decipher the function of nip beyond the 1st larval instar, we generated a GAL4 inducible nip-RNAi transgenic germline. The da^2s2-GAL4 induced ubiquitous nip-RNAi flies are viable with deformed crinkle wings and markedly increased pre-adult mortality at 29 °C. These flies were also sensitive to oxidative stress and reduced mitochondrial activity.

Materials and Methods

Drosophila Stocks.

The nip mutant pBac[RBJ]mol02670 (Flybase ID: FBst0018073) was obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila stock center. Wild-type and the double Asn to Ala (N1N2/AA) mutant nip cDNA were digested from the Flag-NIP and Flag-NIP-N1N2/AA vectors [7] by restriction enzymes and subcloned into a pP[UAST] vector. The resulting plasmid was injected into the w$^{1118}$ recipient by a standard P element-mediated transformation. Green balancer and GAL4 drivers were also obtained from the Bloomington fly center:

- w$^{1118}$; Int(2LR)Gla, wg[Gla-1]/CyO,
- P[w+mC]=GAL4-twi.GJ.2.2, y$^{[1]}$ w$^{[+]}$;
- P[w+mC]=Act5C-GAL4[17bFO1/TM6B, Tb$^{[1]}$, y$^{[1]}$ w$^{[+]}$];
- P[w+mC]=tubP-GAL4[LL7/TM3, Sb$^{[1]}$, w$^{[+]}$];
- P[w+mC]=matalph4-4-GAL-VP16[V2H],
- P[ry+y1.2]=hsFLP]12, y$^{[1]}$ w$^{[+]}$; noc[Scu]/CyO.

The UAS-GaIT-GFP and UAS-Lys-GFP were kindly provided by Dr. Jennifer Lippincott-Schwartz of the National Institute of Health, USA. Other fly strains used were obtained from Bloomington fly center.


To generate UAS-nip inverted repeat, nip cDNA was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with a forward primer containing an EcoRI restriction site and a reverse primer containing an XbaI restriction site. The spacer sequence was also amplified by PCR from the pEGFP vector with EcoRI and Hind III restriction sites at the ends. The target sequence was first inserted into a pBlueScript KS+ vector at the EcoRI and XbaI restriction sites and the resulting plasmid was named pBS1. The pBS1 vector was then digested with NotI and HindIII to generate the target sequence that was subsequently cloned into the pcDNA3.1 vector. At the same time, a pBS2 vector was created by inserting the EGFP spacer sequence into pBS1 via the EcoRI and HindIII sites. The pBS2 vector was subsequently linearized by HindIII and XhoI and ligated to the target sequence, which was released from the pcDNA3.1 vector by digest with XhoI and HindIII. Finally, the cDNA fragment was back-cloned into the pBlueScript KS+ vector as inverted repeats containing the EGFP spacer in the middle of the two repeats. The inverted
repeats were arranged in a head-to-head orientation such that a stem-loop dsRNA may be formed after transcription in vivo. After verification by restriction digestion and DNA sequencing, the inverted repeat sequence was released by XhoI digestion and inserted into a pP[UASt] vector. The UAS-RNAi lines were generated by microinjecting the pP[UASt]-nip-IR construct into w118 embryos. Ten UAS-nip-RNAi transgenic lines (named 1-1 through 1-10) were created at BestGene Inc. (Chino Hills, CA, USA).

In Situ Hybridization.

In situ hybridization on whole mount fly embryos was carried out to detect nip transcript expression. RNA probes were generated by PCR using primers directed against the T7 promoter sequence (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGA; for sense RNA probes, T7 promoter was added to 5’ primer; for antisense RNA probe, it was added to the 3’ primer). The probes were synthesized by in vitro transcription using MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion). The digoxigenin (DIG) RNA labeling mix (Roche Applied Science) was employed in the labeling reaction.

Aconitase Extraction and Electrophoresis.

Sixteen late 3rd instar larvae were homogenized using a blue disposable plastic pestle in 50 ml ice cold extraction buffer containing 2 mM citric acid, 0.6 mM MnCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. The homogenate was centrifuged twice for 5 minutes each at 4 °C. Cellulose membrane electrophoresis was carried out using the GELMAN Science (VWR) system. In a horizontal GELMAN semi-micro electrophoresis chamber, two reservoirs were filled with 200 ml electrophoresis buffer (20 mM K-PO4 and 3.6 mM citric acid, pH 6.5). Cellulose polycetate membrane (Sepaphore® III, VWR) was equilibrated in the buffer for 10 minutes by floating in the reservoirs. The briefly dried membrane was set on a bridge and draped into the buffer. The samples were loaded onto the membrane near the cathode (-) with 4-applicator (GELMAN Model-51119, Sepratek) and the loaded sample line was moved close to the middle of the bridge. The cytoplasmic and mitochondrial aconitases migrated to the anode (+) and cathode respectively with electrophoresis for 50 minutes at 130 V.

During electrophoresis, staining solution was freshly prepared that contained 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 6.5, 1 mM p-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), 2 mM cis-aconic acid, 1.2 mM 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT), 0.3 mM phenazine methosulfate, 25 mM MgCl2, and 5 Units/ml isocitrate dehydrogenase. The membrane (protein side down) was laid onto the solution and incubated in the dark for 6 minutes, then washed in water 3 times for 15 minutes each.

Results

Expression of nip at embryonic and larval stages.

Previous CDNA microarray data obtained for the complete life cycle of Drosophila showed that the nip transcript level spikes only in very narrow windows during development and two of such spikes occur immediately after egg laying (AEL) and the other corresponds to early larval stages [13]. To further define the pattern of nip expression during embryonic and larval development, we collected wild type fly embryos at different time points AEL and larvae from the first three instar stages, and determined the corresponding nip mRNA levels in a Northern blot. Since NIP was initially identified as a Numb-interacting protein, the blot was also probed for numb and rp49, the latter of which served as a control. As shown in Fig. 1A, when the nip-5’ coding sequence (corresponding to residues 1-111 of nip) was used as a probe, only one specific band corresponding to the nip mRNA was detected in the embryos. The nip mRNA was abundant in the first three hours AEL, which represented the maternal transcript. In contrast, zygotic nip expression was kept at very low levels at all embryonic stages except for a small window (ie. 17-21 hour AEL) at the late embryonic stage just before hatching. The nip transcript was silenced again for the entire larval stages (Fig. 1A). The smear on the nip panel down the heavy bands in 0-3 hours embryos is probably the degradation product during RNA preparation. In situ hybridization was also employed to locate nip mRNA during embryonic development (data not shown). The nip mRNA was ubiquitously distributed in the whole egg in the first few hours AEL. However, during cellularization, nip transcript was excluded from the epidermal cells and only existed inside the eggs. After cellularization, nip mRNA was degraded quickly and became undetectable in the embryos.

Two bands were detected for the numb mRNA in the embryos. The lower band found at E0-2h corresponds to the 3.1 kb maternal transcript and the upper band detected after E3h corresponds to the 3.4 kb zygotic transcript. In the first two hours AEL, only the shorter maternal transcript was detected in the embryos. The larger zygotic transcript and a smaller maternal transcript co-existed in the embryos 2-3 hours AEL. After three hours AEL, maternal numb transcript was completely degraded and zygotic numb expression was increased significantly. Zygotic numb
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transcript reached the highest level at 7-11 hours AEL and decreased in later embryonic and larval stages. The disparity in expression pattern between *nip* and *numb* transcripts suggests that these two genes are genetically uncoupled during embryonic and early larval development.

**Figure 1.** Expression of *nip* transcript and localization of NIP protein in *Drosophila* embryos. (A) Northern blot analysis of *nip* and *numb* transcripts in *Drosophila* embryos and larvae. Embryos were collected at different time points after egg laying (AEL). Larvae at stages L1, L2 and L3 were collected. The blot was probed with P32-labeled *nip*, *numb* and rp49 cDNA fragments, respectively. The position of 18S rRNA (1.98 kb) is indicated with an arrow. Rp49, ribosomal protein 49. (B) Maternal NIP expression and localization during oogenesis. N, nurse cell; O, oocyte. Arrows indicate where NIP immunostain was prominent. (C) localization of NIP protein in embryos of stages 2 to 4. NIP is in red; nuclei (stained with DAPI) in blue.
We next carried out whole mount immunostaining of NIP on embryos of stages S2 to S4 before cellularization occurred. NIP was highly expressed in the preblastoderm embryos (Fig. 1C-I & I') where it was found to localize to the cytoplasmic membrane as discrete dots, consistent with our previous prediction of NIP being a membrane protein [7]. NIP immunostain weakened significantly at the pole bud formation stage (Fig. 1C-II & II') and was further reduced at the syncytial blastoderm (Fig. 1C-III & III') and cellularization stages (Fig. 1C-IV & IV').

**Nip is an essential gene in Drosophila development.**

By searching the *Drosophila* database (Flybase), we found a *nip* insertion mutant strain named *PBac(RB)mao62670* (or *pBac* for short) with a piggyBac insertion element inserted in an intron of the *nip* gene (Fig. S1). This *nip* allele is recessively lethal. All *nip mutant* homozygous flies died at embryonic or the 1st instar larval stages. To address whether the recessive lethality of the *pBac* allele was caused by the loss of functional *nip* expression, rescue experiments were carried out using a *UAS-nip* transgene driven by *TubP-GAL4*, *Act5c-Gal4* or *hs-GAL4*. The lethality of *pBac* homozygous flies could be rescued by *UAS-nip* driven by ubiquitous and heatshock *Gal4* drivers (Figs. S1 & S2), suggesting that the phenotype was caused specifically by a loss of *nip*.

The *pBac/pBac; UAS-nip/TubP-Gal4* adult flies were obtained by crossing between *pBac/CyO; UAS-nip/TM3, Ser Act-GFP* and *pBac/CyO; TubP-Gal4 (or Act5c-Gal4, hs-Gal4)/TM3, Ser Act-GFP*. These *pBac* homozygous flies appeared healthy and were fertile. To confirm the *pBac* insertion on both the second homozygous chromosomes in these flies, genomic DNA was isolated for PCR analysis. PCR primers were chosen to amplify a *nip* gene fragment including the *pBac* insertion site. A single DNA fragment of 3.4 kb was obtained from the *yw* genome, which contained no *pBac* insertion in the *nip* gene. Two PCR products of 3.4 kb and 10 kb were obtained from the *heterozygous* genomic DNA (Fig. S1B). The larger PCR product was generated from the chromosome bearing the *pBac* insertion. It appeared weaker in comparison to the 3.4 kb band due probably to the fact that longer extension time was needed to amplify a larger cDNA fragment by PCR. For *pBac* homozygous flies, only the longer DNA product was amplified by PCR, confirming the homozygous *pBac* insertion in these flies (Fig. S1B). Importantly, *pBac/pBac; TubP-Gal4/TM3, Ser, actGFP* or *pBac/pBac; UAS-nip/TM3, Ser, actGFP* flies never appeared in the adult progenies, suggesting the *pBac/pBac; +/+* flies were pre-adult lethal. Rescue of *pBac* homozygote lethality by the *UAS-nip* transgene suggests that the *pigglyBac[RB]* insertion mutant is a *nip* loss-of-function allele and that *nip* is an essential gene in fly development.

Surprisingly, the lethality caused by *pBac* insertion could be rescued by a *nip* mutant transgene whose protein product was deficient in Numb-binding [7]. To test the importance of the two NxxF motifs in *nip* function in *Drosophila*, *UAS-nipNN/AA* flies carrying double Asn to Ala mutations were generated for the rescue experiment. Adult *pBac/pBac; UAS-nipNN/AA/TubP-Gal4* flies were produced by crosses and could be kept as a stock. The homozygous insertion of *pBac* was confirmed as well (Fig. S1C). Our observation that the *UAS-nipNN/AA* rescued the lethality of the homozygous *pBac* mutant flies as efficiently as *UAS-nip* suggests that the capacity of *NIP* to bind Numb is not required for its in *vivo* function.

Given the important role Numb plays in *Drosophila* neurogenesis, we repeated the rescue experiment using *UAS-nip* under the control of *elav-Gal4*, a specific driver in the nervous system. In contrast to ubiquitous Gal4 drivers, the *pBac/pBac, elav-Gal4/UAS-nip* flies were not viable to adulthood, suggesting that the restore of *NIP* in the nervous system is not sufficient for the rescue of the *pBac* lethality.

To investigate whether ectopic expression would result in a phenotype, *UAS-nip* was employed to over-express *nip* under one of following GAL4 drivers: *Act5c-Gal4, TubP-Gal4* (ubiquitous); *ap-Gal4, ptc-Gal4, 1096-Gal4, dpp-Gal4, wg-Gal4, vg-Gal4* (wing disc specific); *elav-Gal4, PO163-Gal4, GMR-Gal4* (nervous system specific). Neither a ubiquitous nor tissue specific driver resulted in a visible phenotype. For instance, the *ap-Gal4* was used to drive *nip* expression in the wing disc. Whereas over-expression of Numb inhibited the production of hairs during asymmetric division of the sensory organ precursors, which resulted in bald nota in all progenies, over-expression of *NIP* did not cause any defect in hair production (Fig. S3). Moreover, when both Numb and NIP were over-expressed in the same fly, the phenotype of bald notum was not enhanced. These results suggest that it is unlikely for *numb* and *nip* to interact genetically during fly development. Because NIP/DuoxA was shown to be a regulator of Duox activity in mammalian cells, we expressed a *UAS-Duoxn* transgene under the *daG32-Gal4* driver in the *nip* null background (data not shown). However, overexpression of Duox failed to rescue the *nip* null lethality, suggesting that genetically, Duox may not be directly downstream of *nip* or that the function of *nip*...
is not limited to its ability to regulate Duox activity in the fly.

Nonessential role for maternal NIP in embryogenesis

To investigate whether maternal NIP plays a role in fly embryogenesis, we employed the autosomal flipase-dominant female sterile (FLP-DFS) technique to generate a pBac homozygous germline clone (GLC) [14], in which the maternal NIP expression would be blocked by the piggyBac transposon in the nip gene. To ascertain that the maternal NIP expression was indeed lost in the pBac GLC females, mRNA isolated from eggs laid by pBac GLC females were analyzed by Northern blot in comparison to the pBac/CyO or y w (wt) females. As shown in Fig. 2A, a single band representing the full-length nip mRNA and the lower band representing the truncated nip transcript from the nip allele carrying the pBac insertion. In contrast, only the truncated nip transcript was detected in pBac GLC embryos, suggesting a deficiency in maternal expression of full-length nip mRNA by the pBac GLC clones (Fig. 2A). The lack of full-length mRNA transcription in the pBac GLC flies was confirmed when the blot was probed with a nip exon sequence downstream of the pBac insertion site (Fig. 2B). The numb mRNA level, which was used as a control, remained unchanged from the wt to the mutant flies (Fig. 2C).

The loss of NIP expression in the pBac GLC mutant was further verified by immunostaining of the ovaries and embryos from germline nip mutant females. As shown in Fig. 2D & E, the characteristic cell junctional immunostaining of NIP on the nurse cells seen in the wild type egg chamber was no longer observed in the nip mutant GLC egg; similarly, no specific NIP immunostaining signal on the cell membrane was observed for the nip mutant GLC embryos. These data demonstrated that the nip transcription was disrupted by the pBac transposable element, and no full-length nip mRNA or functional protein was maternally produced in the pBac GLC flies.

Since NIP is abundant in the first two hours AEL, we were interested in finding out whether maternal NIP plays a role in embryogenesis. To this end, pBac GLC females or pBac/CyO, twi-EGFP females were crossed with pBac/CyO, twi-EGFP males and the hatch ratios of the corresponding progeny embryos were scored. For the pBac GLC females, only two types of embryos were produced: non-GFP embryos that lacked both maternal and zygotic NIP and GFP embryos that lacked only the maternal NIP. Surprisingly, more than 80% of either type of embryos was hatched (Fig. 2F). The development of these embryos was similar to the pBac/CyO, twi-EGFP females, but none of the non-GFP pBac homozygous flies passed the 1st instar larval stage. In contrast, the GFP pBac GLC heterozygous flies developed normally to adult. These results suggest that no obvious defect in embryogenesis is associated with maternal NIP depletion and the lethality of homozygous pBac flies stems from deficiency in zygotic NIP expression.

Growth arrest, developmental defects and lethality for nip mutants

Notwithstanding the above observation that more than 80% of the pBac or the pBac-GLC flies hatched, none of the mutant larvae lived past the 1st instar. Moreover, pBac homozygotes exhibited extreme retardation in larval growth. Although the size of wt or mutant embryos were comparable when they were hatched, in 24 hours, the wt larvae were approximately twice as long as the mutant (Fig. 3A). In fact, the mutant larvae hardly grew at all during an extended 1st instar larval period during which time a wt larva reached a body length 4-5 times of a mutant (Fig. 3A & B). Despite the remarkable growth retardation of the mutant embryo, cuticle of the 1st instar larvae (L1) showed no major defect in comparison to the wt embryo. However, the tracheal system of the mutant embryo appeared underdeveloped. Mallory stain of the L1 larvae revealed gross defects in the development of inner organs for the nip mutant (Fig. 3D). To gain a better understanding of the developmental defects associated with loss of nip function, we generated both wt and mutant flies expressing the green fluorescent protein GFP under the control of the daC32-GAL4. This allowed direct visualization of the major inner organs of the embryo under a fluorescent microscope. As shown in Fig. 3E, while the wt larva exhibited a well developed intestinal tract, the mutant larva showed no distinctive features in the gut and annexes, suggesting gross developmental defects in this lineage. These defects were manifested also in the feeding pattern of the mutant larvae since they were lethargic in feeding and had much less food intake than the wt larvae.

Intriguingly, although some of the pBac homozygous larvae were dead by 24 hours after hatching, most of them remained alive for a longer period of time and died after an extended first larval instar. As shown in Fig. 3B, pBac homozygous larvae remained in the first instar stage and had an average length of 0.8 mm three days after hatching when wild type larvae already progressed into the third instar stage and had an average length of 4mm. Some pBac homozygous larvae lived much longer than three days,
and a few of them survived longer than ten days. Therefore, nip-null mutants appeared to be developmentally arrested at an extended first instar. 

Transgenic nip-RNAi flies show defects in wing development and have a dramatically shortened life span at 29 °C. Since nip-null mutants were 1st instar larval lethal, we used RNA interference to knockdown nip expression and created transgenic UAS-nip-RNAi lines driven by TubP-GAL4 or daG32-GAL4. Compared to transgene/+ and the Gal4/+ control flies, the nip-RNAi flies showed a significantly reduced rate of hatching (Fig. S4). The nip-RNAi flies exhibited defects in eclosion when they were transferred from 25 °C to 29 °C (Fig. 4A and Fig. S4). Moreover, all nip-RNAi progenies displayed crinkled wings compared to the smooth morphology for the wt flies (Fig. 4B&C). This phenotype is reminiscent of those observed on the withered and Sod1 mutant flies [15-17]. Interestingly these mutants also displayed hypersensitivity to oxidative stress as observed also for the nip-RNAi flies (see below).

Figure 2. Maternal NIP is not essential for embryogenesis. (A-C) Maternal NIP expression is lost in the pBac germline clone flies. Total RNA was isolated from eggs laid by w1118 (WT), pBac/CyO (pBac), pBac GLC (pBac-G) females at one hour AEL. The nip and numb cDNA probes used were: (A) nip-RA n176-472, which is upstream of the pBac insertion site; (B) nip-RA n602-1117, which is downstream of pBac insertion site; (C) numb n286-816. The full-length nip mRNA (arrow) is detected in wt and pBac eggs, while truncated nip mRNA (arrow head) is detected in pBac and pBac-GLC eggs. The asterisk (*) shows the position of Drosophila 18S rRNA (1.98 kb). (D&D’) Staining of a pBac-GLC (D) and a wild type (D’) egg chamber with an anti-NIP antibody. No NIP protein was detected in the oocyte (O) or nurse cells (N) in the pBac-GLC egg chamber. (E&E’) Staining of eggs laid by pBac-GLC females (E) and wt females (E’). The developmental stages are distinguishable by the nucleus staining (blue): the right eggs are at post-cellularization stages and left eggs at the pre-blastoderm stage. No NIP protein is detected in the pBac-GLC embryo at the pre-blastoderm stage. (F) Hatch ratios of embryos from the nip mutant and the germline flies.
Figure 3. Lack of NIP expression leads to growth and developmental arrest. (A) Comparison in body size between wt (right) and nip<sup>−/*</sup> pBac homozygous (left) larvae at different time points after larval hatching. (B) Graphical representation of body lengths of pBac homozygous and wt larvae at different time points after hatch. (C) Cuticles of wt and nip mutant larvae. Anterior is left and dorsal is down. Larvae are not actual size. (D) Mallory staining pattern of wt and mutant L1 larvae showing defects in inner organ development for the nip mutant. (E) G32-Gal4 induced GFP expression to visualize morphology of wt and nip mutant larvae. Note the gross developmental defects for the mutant fly, in particular in the digestive track.
Some progenies of the nip-RNAi strains showed pre-adult lethality but most survived to adulthood and had a normal life span at 25°C. Since an eclosion defect was observed at 29°C, we checked the survival rate of the nip-RNAi flies reared at 29°C. Both the nip-RNAi [1-9] daG32-GAL4] and the nip-RNAi [1-6]/ daG32-GAL4] lines examined had a significantly reduced life span compared to the two control lines. The nip-RNAi flies, on average, lived for 22 days at 29°C compared to 55 days for the wt flies, a reduction of 60% in life span (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, the preadult lethality of nip-RNAi appeared to be temperature-dependent as flies hatched at 25°C, but switched to 29°C at L1 lived as long as the wt flies reared at 29°C throughout. In contrast, nip-RNAi flies hatched at 29°C that were transferred to 25°C at L1 did almost as

---

Figure 4. Developmental defects of nip-RNAi flies. Compared to wt (A), nip-RNAi flies show vestigial wing (B) and eclosion defect (C) at 29°C. Moreover, Nip-RNAi/G32 flies exhibited dramatic preadult lethality at 29°C.
poorly as flies hatched and grown at 29 °C (Fig. 5B). These results suggest the NIP-depleted flies were incapable of coping with the stress caused by an elevated temperature.

**NIP knockdown leads to defects in oxidative stress response.**

Since the *nip-RNAi* phenotype at 29 °C mimics that observed for *Sod1-null* flies [17] in that both displayed crinkled wings and increased level of superoxide, we next examined whether the *nip-RNAi* flies were as capable as the wt flies in coping with external oxidative stress. We treated the flies with paraquat, a redox-cycling agent [17]. As shown in Fig. 6A, a 24-hour exposure to paraquat led to a 80% lethality for the *nip-RNAi* flies compared to the controls, suggesting that the former were hypersensitive to external oxidative stress. Asaconitase activity is commonly used as a biomarker for oxidative damage as the enzyme’s [4Fe-4S]2+ cubane cluster is susceptible to oxidation-induced disassembly [18, 19], we assessed the impact of NIP depletion on mitochondrial asaconitase activity, an indicator of altered superoxide flux in mitochondria [16]. Superoxide inactivates Fe-S cluster-containing proteins such asaconitase, which in turn serve as sentinels of oxidative stress. An aconitase assay method developed by Huang et al [20] allows for simultaneous analysis of mitochondrial and cytosolic aconitase activity, and this method was adapted for the measurement of aconitase activity associated with *wt* or *nip-RNAi* flies, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6B & C, the ratio of mitochondrial to cytosolic aconitase activity in the *nip-RNAi* flies was reduced to approximately half of that obtained for the control flies, suggesting diminished mitochondrial function caused by NIP depletion. This reduction in mitochondrial function may underlie the compromised ability of the *nip-RNAi* flies to survive under cellular stress such as exposure to oxidative compounds or mild heat shock [21].

**Figure 5.** *nip-RNAi/G32* flies have a temperature-dependent reduction in lifespan. (A) Drastically reduced lifespan observed for two lines of *nip-RNAi/G32* flies compared to the controls. (B) Effect of temperature shift from 25°C to 29°C or from 29°C to 25°C on the lifespan of *nip-RNAi/G32* and *wt* flies. The survival percentage was determined for 20 flies/vial x 5 vials on standard cornmeal food and transferred with a 2-3 day interval.
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**Discussion**

The identification of NIP/DuoxA in both *Drosophila* and vertebrates suggest an evolutionarily conserved function for this protein [7] (Qin et al). Despite biochemical and cellular studies that link DuoxA to the modulation of dual oxidase activity, a whole animal study is necessary to fully understand the physiological function of NIP/DuoxA. By using genetic and biochemical assays, we show here that NIP/DuoxA plays an essential role in the embryonic and larval development of *Drosophila*. Both zygotic and germinal deletion mutants of *nip* exhibited 1st instar larval lethality and gross embryonic developmental defects underscored by growth arrest and underdevelopment in the intestinal tract. This latter defect may underlie the severe growth retardation defect observed for the mutant animals as they were unable to intake food. These phenotypes, however, could be fully rescued by ubiquitous expression of a *UAS-nip* or a *UAS-nipNN/AA*. Because this mutant NIP was shown in a previous study to be incapable of Numb-binding, the ability of *UAS-nipNN/AA* to rescue the mutant lethality suggests the function of NIP is unrelated to Numb in *Drosophila* embryonic and larval development. Intriguingly, despite recent reports...
demonstrating a regulatory role for NIP/DuoxA on Duox activity and an early study showing that dDuox mutant flies showed larval/pupal lethality[22], expression of a UAS-dDuox transgene under the control of a ubiquitous da[22]-GAL4 failed to rescue the nip mutant lethality (data not shown). This result suggests that dnip and dDuox may not be genetically coupled as tightly as their mammalian counterparts [9]. Indeed, although both the dnip/mol and the dDuox genes are found in chromosome 2L, the former is located at the cytogenetic region 23B2-23B3 while the latter at 35B7-35B8.

Although an early larval lethality prevented analysis of nip function in later development, transgenic flies expressing a GAL4-regulated, inverted repeat nip-RNA-interference transgene survived to adulthood at 25°C. However, NIP ablation resulted in crinkled wings and a marked reduction in the life span of the transgenic flies at 29°C, suggesting that these animals were incapable of coping with cellular stress associated with mild heat shock. Because oxidative stress is an important contributor to aging, it is likely that the reduced life span observed on the nip-RNAi flies stems from excessive oxidative stress or an inability in coping with oxidative stress. Indeed, we found that, in comparison to wt flies, the RNAi flies showed enhanced sensitivity to applied oxidative stress and incurred early onset lethality in young adults. In agreement with this observation, we found that the RNAi flies exhibited reduced aconitase activity in the mitochondria relative to the cytosol. Because mitochondrial respiration is the principal source of reactive oxygen within cells, it is possible that NIP depletion elevated endogenous oxidative stress in the cell or diminished the ability of mitochondria to effectively eliminate reactive oxygen species.

The drastically reduced lifespan observed for the nip-RNAi flies at 29°C likely originated from a hypersensitivity to oxidative stress as paraquat treatment markedly enhanced the lethality of the RNAi flies. Moreover, the mitochondrial aconitase activity was significantly reduced in the RNAi flies. Decreased mitochondrial efficiency caused by oxidative stress has been considered a major cause of aging [23-27]. Oxidative damage in aging is mediated through specific molecular targets such as mitochondrial DNA and aconitase [28-30]. Conversely, mitochondrial oxidative stress can promote tissue aging through apoptosis [25]. In accordance with this possibility, trypan blue staining of nip-RNAi flies showed enhanced apoptosis compared to wt flies (data not shown). The nip-RNAi phenotype at 29°C was reminiscent of that obtained for the Sod1 mutant [31]. A potential relationship between Nip and Sod1 was investigated by measuring Sod1 activity in the nip-RNAi flies. However, no change in SOD1 activity was detected (data not shown). Unlike Sod1, which extends Drosophila lifespan when overexpressed in the motorneurons, no significant effect on lifespan was seen when NIP was overexpressed. Therefore, although both NIP and SOD1 or SOD2 are involved in oxidative stress response, the mechanism of their action may be distinct.

Despite our earlier study demonstrating a Numb-NIP interaction at the protein level, a genetic interaction between numb and nip was not observed. The expression patterns of numb and nip are not closely correlated: numb is active in most of embryonic stages when zygotic nip is silent. In the nip mutant embryos, Numb is asymmetrically localized on the plasma membrane during the neuroblast division (data not shown), indicating that NIP is not critical for the Numb localization. Unlike the over-expression of Numb that results in bald notum, over-expression of NIP did not result in an apparent phenotype. Our immunohistological staining data suggest the existence of maternal NIP. The location of NIP during oogenesis and early embryonic stages was therefore determined. However, the embryos that lack both maternal and zygotic nip did not show more severe developmental defects than the embryos that lack only zygotic NIP. These data suggest that the maternal NIP is not essential for egg formation and fly development.

Taken together, we have identified an essential role for nip in Drosophila embryonic and larval development and in oxidative stress response. The markedly shortened life span and reduced ability to survive under oxidative stress observed for Nip-ablated flies suggest that NIP is involved in defending against ROS damage, likely through modulating the mitochondrial activity of aconitase. Although our rescuing experiments preclude Duox as a direct downstream gene for dNip/dDuoxA, it remains to be seen whether the activity of Duox or an NAGPH oxidase is affected by the loss of NIP. Moreover, recent studies suggest that Duox regulates Drosophila gut immunity by the Gαq-phospholipase Cβ-Ca2+ pathway [32]. Our preliminary data showed that the nip RNAi flies were compromised in their ability to clear bacterial infection (data not shown), suggesting an immune defect associated with loss of NIP function. These and other aspects of NIP function await further investigation.
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**Figure S1.** A DNA map of the *nip* mutant *PBac{RB}mole02670 and rescue of pBac homozygous flies* (A) A piggyBac{RB} element is inserted in an intron of the *nip* gene. The arrows show the location of primers used for PCR to identify pBac insertion in B&C. (B&C) PCR products obtained from genomic DNA of *y w* (lane 1), *pBac/CyO* (lane 2) and *pBac/pBac;UAS-nip/TubP-Gal4* (lane 3 in B) or *pBac/pBac;UAS-nip/N10A/TubP-Gal4* (lane 3 in C) flies. The short band in lane 2 of (B) was too weak to detect in the lane 2 of (C).
Figure S2. Expression of NIP under an HS-GAL4 driver completely rescued the pBac/pBac mutant phenotype.

Figure S3. Phenotypes of flies with ectopic expression of Numb or NIP in the wing disc. The ap-Gal4 was used to induce the ectopic expression of Numb (A) and NIP (B) in the wing disc. Ectopic expression of Numb resulted in a bald notum (A) whereas over-expression of NIP did not result in a significant defect. The absence of a few hairs in the ap-Gal4/UAS-nip flies (B) was most likely due to Gal4 instead of NIP because it was also observed when ap-Gal4 was crossed with wild type flies (data not shown).
Figure S4. Nip-RNAi flies display hatching and eclosion defects at 29°C compared to wt flies.